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Ajcretion, Tuning and Restructuring;

Three Modes of

David E. Rumelhart

and'

Donald A. NorMan

University of Calilornia, San Diego

It is somehow strange that. throug bout the recent work on semantic memory,

the study of learning has been slighted. The term "learning" has fallen

into disuse, 'replaced by vague references to "adquisaion of information

in Memory." It iseasy to fall into the trap of believing that the learning

of some topic is no more than the acquisition of the appropriate set of

statements about the topic by the mtmL!, system. According to this simple

view of things, to have learned sometn lg well is to be ableto retrieve

it from memory At an appropriate time. We believe this view is much too

simple. Learningcan be more than the simple acquisition of statements.

We believe it is time to examine learning again, to evaluate just what

does happenwhen people acquire the information about a topic and use, it

appropriately.

The study of learningdiffers from the study ofmemory in its emphasis,

not necessarily in content. Learningandemory are intimately intertwined,

and it is not possible to understand one without understvding the other.
4

But the difference in emphasis is critical . There are gaily different ikinds

IP
of learning and the characterization of the learning prOess most likely

varies according to the type of learning that is taping pla&e. )Some forms

of learning--especially the learning of relatively simple information--
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can probably be characterized correctly as a simple accumulation of new

lo
information into memory. However, especially when we deal with the learning-

.

of complex topics where the learning experience takes periods of time measur-

ed in months or even years, learning is mud more that the successfug stOrage

of increasing amounts of information.

Complex learning appears to have an emergent quality. This learning

seems to involve a modification of .the organizahonal structures of Memory -

as well as the accumulation of factsoabout the topic under study. 'At times

this modification of the organizational structure seems to be accompanied

by a "cliCk of,comprehension," a reasonably strong_feeling of insight, or

understanding of a tc3piC that makes a large body of previously acquired

(but ill structured) information fit into place. Thus, the study of the'
4

.;

learning of complex topics is related to the study of the uuderstanding of

complex topics.

THis paper-does not satisfy our desire for increased knowledge about

the process of learning. Instead we simply hope to whet the-appetite of

our audience (and of ourselves). We present an analysis of learning and

memory, attempting to examine some possible% conceptualizations of the

learning process, hoping thereby to guide the research of future years.

We ourselveS are just beginning the,study of learning, and the start has

proven frusteetinglyelusive. Indeed, 'it is the very elusiveness dhathas

given rise to this paper. We now realize that simple characterizations

of the learning process will notdo. In thilipapr we attempt a coherent

account of the process of learning within our conceptualizations of a

theory of long-term memoiythe theory we have called active structural

networks (cf. Norman, Rumelhart aud LNR, 1975). 0 r goal is to indicate

5
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how different forms-of leiirning might be integrated into one conceptualization

46°
of the systems that acquire, interpret and u.se informaticm Thispaper only

sets the stage for development of theories and obserAtions about learning-.

Hopefully, the stage is new,with useful characterizations that can be used

to guide future developments, both of ourselves and of others.
\\

Learning and the Acquisition of Knowledge

Accretion; Restructuring and Tuning

It ds possible to learn through the gradual accretion of inforaition,

through the fine tuning of conceptualizations we already possess or ough

-the restructuring of existing knowledge. We find it useful to distingu ish

between these three qualitatively different.modes of learning. Although

we ar9 not ready to propose a Ormal, rigid classification of learning,
-

Jet us informally talk as if we could indeed, classify learning into thes'e

three categoris: accretion, tuning and restructuring.

Learning through accretion is the., normal kind of fact learning, daily.

accumulation of information in which most of us engage. The acqUisition of

memories of Elie day's events normally involves merely the accumulation of

intormation in memorY. 'Your knowledge base is merely incremented by a new

of facts. Accretion, is the normal learning that has been most studied/by

Ole psychologist. The learning of- lists, dates, names-bf.presidents; tele-

-...,

Thpne nvrabers, and related thfrigs are examples bf learning thrOugh a cretion.

iSuch learning presumably occurs through appropriate eXpdsure to the contepts,
,

to he acquired, with the normal stages of information processin a sform-

ing the information being acquired into some appropriate me ory revesentat

6
which then is a'dded to the person's ,data base of knowle In this nse

there are-mo structural Onanges in-the inOrmation pr ceg'sing system itself.

6 A

6
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learning,through tuning is a substantiafly more'significant kind of
-

learning. ThrS involves actual changes to the very categories we use for

interpreting new information_ Thus, tuning involves more than merely an

additian to Our data base. Upon having developed-a set,of categories- af

interpretation (as you will see below, we call these schemata) these categories

presumably .undergo ceintinual tuning or minor modification to bring them

more in congruence with the functional demands placed on these-,categories.

Thus, for example, when we fitst-learn to type we develop a set of response

routines to carry out the tak. As we become, an increasingly better typist,

these response routines become tuned to the.task and we come to be able to

perform it more ea.sily and effectively. Presumably and analogous phenolenon

is going,hon as a young Child learns tfiat not all animals are-"doggies."

Slowly his "doggie" schema becomes modified inito'tconquence-with the actual

demancIs on his interpretation system.

Learning through restructuring is 8 yet more signilficant, (and difficult) AV

process. Res trdc taring occurs when neletruc tures are devised for interpreting

new information and imposimg 'a new organization 'on that already stored.

Mese new structures then.allovfor new #iterpretations of the knowledge,

for di f fyrent access ill ity to that knowlike (usually improved accessibility)

and for changes

knowledge.

the-int rpretation and thereforeRthe adquisition of new

\

,
Restructuring often taFes place only after considerabe I' time and effort.

It probably requires some critical ma-sf'of information tof_have been accuMulat-_

ed first: in part,. it ls the unwieldiness end ill-formedness of this acciImulAt-.

ed knowleolge/thatgives'%rise,to the need for restructuring.

.
ftWe are lmpres5dd wieh the fact that real,learning thes place over periods

14of.years,.nót hours. A good -deal of this' time can accounted for by the

7
6
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There is an extensive amount of infoimation

must be acquired and elaborate interconnections must be established

(-
among'all the information, Litting it into the general web of knowledge .

being developed within the memory syst,em ol the learner ( NorTan, in

press). But a good461.of time must also.be.spent in the development of

_the apprhpriate memory organizations, for the'evolution of existing memory
-

structutes (tuning) and the creation,of new Ones (restructuring). This lern-
1

,
. .

ing requiresitew structures_ Indeed, often the point'of the learning is
.

the formationof the new structures, not the accumulation of knowledge.

Once the appropriate structures e t, the learner cap be said4to ,''undeTstand7

the material, and that is often a.satisfactory end point of the Teat-fling

process, The accretion of infdtmation would appear tieTbe a necessary pre-
,

iequisite for restructuring; there must be a backlog of experiences and

memories on which to base the new Structures.

Note the long hours of study that seem-to accompany the-reaming of- A

many tasks. In intellectual domains, we expect students qf scholastic 'to ics
A.

to spend years of study, frail undergraduate ingtruction, dhrough-graduate

AP
school, and dhen afterwards, either through.p tdoctoral students o

.

"budding y.oung scholars," acquiring the knowledge and understandi of the

field. The acquisition of intellectual knowledgeProbablY cont

ou.tthe lifetime of a scholar of that field.

Iri .skill leatning, similar time periods are found. To our n , the
i

classic result in the literature is Crossman's (1959) study

A

)
whose.pe formance continues to iMprove for ab least ten years,

ues through-
..

gar makers

with each

cigar maker producing some 20 million cigars in that duration. Reacton
.2

time tasks in the laboratorT have been carried out to at least 75,000 trials,

again with continual improvement (Seibell 1963). . Similar fig .eg can be
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\
1

. ,. ,
produced' for the leArning of skills such as languagp, psychology, zhess,

and sports. People who treiengaged in the serious task, of learning a topic,
t

.
%

whether .it i.te an inte,nectual.one or a motor skin (the difference is less

than onv might suspect) appear to show-continual improvement, even after

years of-study. As Fitts pUt-it, -"The fact ehat performarice ever levels

off la.t all lppearS to be ue4pas'much to the effects of physiologlical aging

and/pr'loss of motivation as to the reaching, of a, true asymptote or limit

in 4pacity for, further improvement." (Fi-i-ts, 1964," p. 2681".

Learning, then, has sevegaa different conents. In, this paper,

.4
conceptrate primarily upon' the quAlitative di ferences among

r-
edge, restructuring -of memory and tuning k3f existing' knowledge structures.

we

accretion o
"(.

a

over, our discussion will be primarily concerned with the lia-tter two
°

modes of . learning. The first, restrUcturing involves the crition of

entirely neir memory strii,ctures, while the seeond, tuning invo.lves the

evolution of old memory trvct/es into new ones. Each ofirthese processes--

- r
evolution and coeation--can itself b Performed in a number of different.

ways, each way being felevant to Adi ferent Aspect of the learning process:

But fore we can-disc

discuss our views of the strUcture of memory and,

th details of the learning proces.s; we need to

particular,, 'the organized

memory units: memory schemata.

Memory Schemata

General Schemata and Par.ticular Inreances 1.1

Memory contains a record of our:experiences. Some of the information

is particular to -the sit'uation that it represents. Other informat ion .is

more Seneral, representing abstraction of the knbwledge* of particular



sfvuations lo a) class of situati n . The meMory of eating dinner yesterday

represents particular inforthation. ,Knowledge hat people eat meals from

plates (using knives, forksand spoons),reptes nts general information

.that applies to a large class pf situations.

A psychblogical theory of memory must be capable'of representkng both

general 'and perticular information. We belieVe thit general information

is best represent*d through organized information unite--that we call
^ 1

,

. ,
.

Ischemata. To us, a schema is the primary meanIng and processin .unit of.

. t e human inforMation processchg system. t e view schemata as active,
t

..

in erreleted knOwledge structures, actively en-iaged kn the comprehensic5h

of arriving'information, guidipg the executiK of processing operatiOns.
1

-
In general, a schema consists of a network of interrelations among its

constituent p which themselves are other schemata.

ebncepts S./re represented by schemata. These schemata contain

variahles: references to general classes of concepts that can actually'be

substituted for the variables in determining the implications of the schema

for anyparticular, situation. Particular information is encoded withef the

memory system when vonstantsspecific values or specific concepts-7are sub-
'

stituted foT the variables of a genOral schema. A representation for a

particularizattOn or an instantiation of the general schema for that cvent 1

type.: In.some sense, one'could consider schemata th represent prototypes. /

of concepts.

A.General Sche00

A schema canTeRresent an entire situation, showing the interrelaxionships

dmong component.eventsor situations (or subschemata). Thps, we might have a

schema for a concept such vs farming that would contain the following information:

b,

;./



A liar tial shema fore,farrnin-2g
r

A plot of:land 's d- for the raising- of agricultural crops

or animals; 1

Same:_person- cultivates the .pr.oduces the crops, and 'raises

animals.

Typically farms raise some crops and'have a few animals,,
including cows; horses, chickens, and piss.

Usually tractors and automated machinery .are used to work

the fields, and specialized buildings are used to house .the

product and animals...

(etc.)

OriCe we have some general senema for farming, we could use it in a variety °

of ways.. The general schema.for farming cari 'be viewed from several ,di.fferent

perspectiVes. In so doing, We learn tha
~I

The land is called ,a farm. '
A farMer is the person who cultivates the lfnd or raises the animals.,A
.Livestock are animals kept on a farm- for use'or peofit. .

i . ,

Farming s the act o ultivating th4 soil;.prkucing crdps and-,

raising anim Ara

Agrf culture is th 'science and art of farming.

mI bairn. is the building for housitkg farm animals.

Th general sc,hema for
it

further specified whenever the

ming _contains variable terms which can be

schema is used. Thus, the general \schema

haC the following variable terms:

.

0 '
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'land

crops or animaU:

some person

-

machinery

To C-ts

specialiied buildings.
.

The particular values that get sUbstit4ted for these terms depend upon the
J

. , '
'

pUrpose fon whIchothe schema'is being &ed.. On different ocCasions different

silbstitutions will/be made. If we.learned that the Stewards have a carrot

farm, 'then we substitute our concept for the Stewa as the giroup.01*

play the.roje of farmers in the schema; and car-r-Ots foi the crops. anell

'produsSs. :have substituted constants for t ese variables; Jowever,
1g

someviar blessuchasland,machinery,andbuildings are si411 unspecified.

Our general knowledge of carrots.will tell us something of, the size of the

farm and the kinds of machinery likely to be involved. Our schema for the

growing of plantsIiip tell us.that water and.fertilizer are required. Our

general schema for farthing still has some free varilbles but these are not

without some'constraint: we expect that there will be some animals, probably

cow, chiCkens, horses and pigs.

Constraints andtDefaults.

The different variables in a schema are often
6
constrained: .we do not

k.

br animals on a farm. Ligers, eels, and_
4

poi-son ivy are animals and plants,butnot Within the normal range of possible

crops or livestock. Many-of the variables in schemata have default values

,

expeCt to find all possible plants

associated 'with them.. ,These are partfcular.values for tha *variables that

we-can expect 0.apply unlesswearetald otherwise. Thus4 weliight elcpect,
.7

cows, pigs, hOrses, and chickens to be on a farm, and if nothing is saki

J.

4
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,a,.sume their presence. Similarly,wetise the schema fercommercial transaction,

.fof interpreting at occasion in which.sbme Person A has purchased item 0
1

trom some other persqn B,.weillassume that money was transferred .from A to B:

W could bewrong. Motley may not have been involved. Or, in the previouc

example, any part,icular f.irm may not have those animals. Nevertheless,

.the,:eare the default values for our generll understandinP of the situations

in question.

Variables (and their constraints) serve two important functions:

(1) They specify what the range of objects is that can fill

the positionS.of the various variables.

(2) When specific information about the variables is not

available, it is possible to make good guesses about the

possible values.

Ille values for the variables for a schema are interrelated with .one another.

If a farm raises cattle, we expect a different size for the farmand different

-nachinerv and products than it the farm raises:wheat, peanuts, or carrots.

We ild expect the buildings to look different. Similarly, 4f someone

:r:hased an automobile we expect a different amount of money to be involved

Ch.! in the purchase ot a pencil.

SAlemata and Comprehension

view a schema as a general model of a situation. A schema specifies

the Inter-relationships that are believed to exist among the concepts and

event ,. that comprie a Atuati:In. The act of comprehen,:ion can be understood

a.: the :elec-ti,n )1 appropriate configuration of schemata to account tor the

,:ituiti)n. This means that there will be some initials,selection of schemlta

and verifiItl in or rejection .tf the choices. A major ,r-or:ini ot the

processIrg eftort involved in mprehension is directjd toward determinim:

1 3



the appropriate schemata for representing the situation. Once an appropriate

-r
configuration of schemata have be0Wfound, the constants of the situation

have to be associated with (bound to) the variables of the schema. The

.schema that is selected will determine the interpretation of the situation

and will direct processing attention to selected aspects of the situation.

Different schemata will thereby. yield different interpretations of the

same situation, and different features of a situation will take on more

or les'; importance as a function of that interpretation.

-1.ike a theory, schemata will vary in adequacy with which they accoune

for any given situation. Schemata will both a'6count for existinynputs

and predict the values of others. If the account for the early observations

i sufficiently good (and no other candidates emerge in subsequent processing)

the schema will be accepted, even though there might be no eviderife..for

goMe of its predictions. iliese predictions, then, constitute infetences

ahont the situation that are made in the process of comprehension.

When a schema is'sufficiently poor at dkscribing the situation, a new

must be sought. If 1-1c) single adequate schema can be found, the

,;Ittation can be understood only in terms of a set of disconnected sub-.

interpretcd )04 terms of a

Schemata are Active Data Structikes

separate schema.

Although this not the place to-go-into the details, we believe that

the selection and ot schemata controlled by the schemata themSOlves.

W thuk chemati as active processing units, each schema having the

pr-)Lein cdplhility tr) examine uhatever new data are being proceed

the perLcptqal t.emL, and t( recelm,ize data that mOJit he relevant t, them-

Schemmi actiyire themselve whenever they are arT,rnriac co an



ongoing analysis, and they are capable of guiding the organization of the

data according to theiristructures. Schemata then cen control and direct

the comprehension process itself. We further suppose that the output of

a scqema (evidence Oat the concept represented by the schema is in the. input)

can then be introduced into the data pile for uslby other schemata.

Perhaps the best way to view this LF to think of all the data being

written on a blackboard, with the schethata examining the blackboard for

data relevant to themselvel. When a schema sees someting, it a':..tempt$ to

integrate the data into its organizational structure, and then puts new

information onto the blackboard. Other schemata may react to-these new

data. Thus, schemata are data driven in the sense that they respond to

the Cxistence of relevant data. Schemata perform conceptually driven

guidance4-5 the processing by using their internal conceptualizations to

add new data to the blackboard, thereby guiding the processing of other

-chematil Thu each schema is data-driven and provides conceptually-guided

guidince to -)thf.r. Furtherdetails oiPthis system can be found in a number

the blackboard analogy comes from the work of Reddy (see Reddy

l97,=0; active demons are familiar concepts in modern computing

-m from the demons of Selfridge and Neisser (1960), to the actors of

Hewi't, Bishop and,Steiger (P473) to the production systems of Newell (1973):
('

deccriptions 3f khose concept,: relevant to this discussion are to be f.lund

in -.,me o ir works, in particular Norman and Bobrow (1076) and Rumelhart

(19761.

13
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Learning

The Accretion of Knowledge

One basic mode of learning i5 simply the accumulation of new information.

We analyze the sensory events of our current experience match them with

some appropriate set ofschemata, form-a representation for the experience;

and tuck the newly created meMbry structures away in long-term memory-
*

The newly created
td
ata structures are instantiations of the previously

existing ones: chapged only in that the representations for particular

aspects of the current situation have been substituted for the variables'

of the general schema.

This islearnipg by accretion: learning by adding new data structures

totheexisting data baseo emory, followingtheorganizationalrAdypresent.

Learning byaccret ion is th atural side effect of the comprehension process.

In it, we .tore s.A erpr'ation of the actual experience. If later we

retrieve the stored informa,5lion, 'we ute the instanSated schemata to

reconstruct the.ofiginal trience, thereby "remembering" that experience.

The schemat.a guide reconstruction in much the same way that they guide

original comprehension.

Accretion, and later retrieval through reconstruction, is the normal

process of learning. It is tie sort of learning that has traditionally

been studied },14y psychologistsjand it is most appropriate to the current

developments in the study of memory. Learning through the accumulation of

1
new memoriesallows the data base of information to be built up. It allows

for the acquisition oi the large atilbunt f specific knowledge that humans

acquire about topics in 41hich they are specialists and About the operation

ot the world in general. Learning by accretion assumes that the schemata

1 ()
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1."'"-- required in the interpretation oE new input already exist. 5Wrhenever this

\I-1. not the case', the sheer accretibn of'knowledge is not e4jective; there

must b'e a modification of the setVof available schemata. This can be brough+

'about either,by the evolution of existing schemata (tuning) or the creation \

of new ones (restructuring). Learning by funing and byre ructuring probably

occur much 1.,ess frequently than does.learning by. accretion. t ut withOur

these other learning processes, new Concepts dnnot be formed.

9Learnihg by Restructuring

1,:lhen existing memory structures are not equate to account for new

knowledge, then new structures are required, either by 1:lecting new schemata
lb

specifically designed for the ttoubleSome information or by modifying (tuning)

.old ones.

f ,

Both the creation and tuning of schemata go hand in hand in the learnink

process. Thus, in learning a skill such as typing, new schemata for the

nppropriate actions must be developed. But once the basic motor schemata

have been developed, then further increases in proficiency wourd come about

;

through the tuning of the existing schemata. Similarly, in the iearning

of some complex topic matter, probably the first step ;would be the accretion

,,f a reasonable body of knowledge about the topic, fopowed by the creation ."

of new schemata to organize that knowledge appropriately. Then, continued

leArning would consist of further tuning of those schemata (as well as continued

accretion of knowledge and possibly creation off other new schemata,which would

in turn then have to be tuned).

If the only learning processes were memory accretion and tuning, one

could never increase the number of concertual categories over those initially

given. Logically,Mhus, it is essential that new chemata be created.

1 7
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.there arc two ways in which new schemata could be formed. First, a new

cherna could be Tatterned on an old one, consisting of a copy;with modifications,.

We Call this process patterned geHlefion ,of schemata. Second new

;,chemata could be inhced Irc.)mTegularities in the temporaland/or spatial

configurations of old schemata.. ,We call this process schema induction.

It is a kind of contiguity leariting.

Patterned generation of schemata is doubtless the source of a good

deal of ordinary concept formation.
3

Perhaps the simplest form of

patterned generation occurs throughl the use of analogies.. Thus, even' if

we never had direct experience with a xhombus, we could develop a schema

one by being instructed that a rhombUs has the same relationship to

a square that a paralleTbgram-has to a rectangle. The rIzombus schema

*can be created by patteining it on the sqUare schema, modifying it in

just the way the parallelogram schema differs-from the rectangle schema.

Note that this is creation of a new sche a by generalizing an old one.

The modificatiol involves replacing a constant term of the square schema

(the rightanglesAilthecorner) with vayiables to producp a new,Moregeneral

.7c1iema. Patterned schema generation can'also occur through modifying old

schemata, replacing some of the variable components of,a schema with constants.

11Als, for example, we might very well 'form the concept of a "cocker spaniel"
4

by modifying the schema for "dog." In this case we would pattern the

cockcr spaniel schema on*he dog schema,.but with Certain-variables much
p.

morc tiF:htly specified.
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Schema Induction is.a form of.learning by. contiguity. If certain

configurations oi schemata tend to co-occur either spatially or temporally,

a nex., schema can be created, formed from the co-occ tring configuration.

Learning of this kind is probably the least frequent Mole of learning
e

(or equivalently the most difficult). Yet, it is an important procedure

4
for learning. The difficulty with indiiceion is in the discovery of the

regularities. We suspect thatmost schema creation occuAthroughpatterned
4 1

generation. Experienced teachers fPhd that analogies,Imetap8ors, and models'

are effective teaching devices. We do not Often (ever) see temporal contiguity

as an effgctive teaching tool in-the classroom V in the a..c-quisition

of most complex topics. Temporal contiguity is the 'fundamental*Tinciplp

oi most theories of learning, but it seems to have amazingly littlectirect

application in the learning of comple*material. As far as we can determine,

mut complex concepts are learned becacge the instructor either explicitly

introduces an.appropriate analogy, metaphor or model', or because the learner

happens across One. .We believe that most learning through he creation of

oo
new schemata takes plaCe through patterned genexation, not through schema

induction.

Schema Taniaa

Existing schemata can often serve as the base for the development of

.new ones by minor changes: by "fine tuning" of their structure. call

this procoss tuning. We restrict the use of the term "tuning" to those

cases where basic relational structure of the scl.lma remains unchanged,

and only She constant and variable terms.referrcl to by the schema are

modified. These terms can be changed i.fo'ur ways:

1. Improving the accuracy: The constraints of the variable

1 9
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I. Improving the accuracy: The constraints of the variable ferms

'oT the schema can-be -improved to specify the concepts-that fi the'

varibles with more accuracy.-

2. .Generalizingehe applicability: Thp range of a given variable

can be generalized to extend its rlInge of applicability. Either

the constraints On a variable.can be refaxed, of constant'term

can be replaced with -an approdtiately constrained variable form.

3. 'Specializing the applicabirity:, The range of a gtven %./ariable
Aoh; c.

. .
can be constrained by.adding to the constraints of te var

in the extreme, by', 4149440V.ely.,reiliacing the varia
.:1----'--..,j .(0-Y :-,,i,

4-
constant term le P 4 4...N.

- -

Determinint iiilt 4,1 : The values of the. variable

'.. -. ...r.'*
,5

that normally apg14;44Can be discovd anid added to the specification

Of the schema.. Whenever a part ic ar variable is not spec ified ,

the de f au 1 t valueOrovide intelligent guesses that can be used in

making inferences and guiding further procesing.

°Mc.. adjustment of variable constraints must be an important mechanism

of learning.
4

We must learn over what ranges variables vary; we must
.5

learn how the various variables co-vary. .Our processing increases in

etficiency if a scIrma specifiCation is accurate, not wasting time

attempting.to fit it to imprOper situations. Moreover, our

understanding of a situation is more complete if we account 4,or itby

a more, rather than less specificiichema. With more experience we can

'determine the typical values for the terms, providing information about

default values Eo be'used in ale absence of further speAfication. The
-

lit4rature of_ language acquisition provides good illustrations of dierole

of variahlc adjustment. Let us look.briefly at them.

2 0
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Turning to improve accuracy. lile child mut-it learn the range of conditions

overiwhich particular syntactic rules are applicable. Consider the child

/
who can count and.who realizes the adjective meaning bf the i-th 41empnt

of a sequence can be fOrm0 by adding the suffix th tP a nualber. The

child correctly generate such words as fourth, sixth, sevehth etc,''.

F. The Chi will, however'also generate words like oneth, twoth, thredth,

fiveth etc. Tne child has too broad a ,rule: thellrule over regularized.
4

The ch'ild must tune the general,rule so that it has the correct constraints
#

on its applicability. The vocess whereby the restrictions are learned

involves adj ting the variables of the schema to permi,t,its invocation

only for the.appropriate conditions. The schema.must be tuned to improve

itc accuracy of applizcation.

.

Tuning to generalize the applicability. Bowerman (in press) reports that

0 young.children u§e action words first only about themselves, then later

generalize them to other people and animlils, and finally use them for

inanimate objects as wg_11. This would appear to be a case where the

Ohema must be tuned,by/loosening the variable cOnstraints to make-it
A

more generarly applicable.

Generalization of schemata occurs when an existing schema is modified

F'so as to apply to a wider range. Ope example is when the meaning of a

term is extended to cover other cases. This.process,.called metaphorical

extension by Gentndr (1975) was illustrated by her use of the word "have"

in the following examples:

(1) Sam has a 1ar4e kettle.

(2) Sam has a nice apartment,

(3) The kettle has an enamel coating.

- (4) Sam has good times. 1,A

21
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PFC..441mab1y the verb "have" gets a 4Wmary mesning of something like "own."

By.extetvion, aspects of the owning relationship:become inessentia to the

application of the concept of "having." Originally "have" would seem.,to

require the owner to be one with complete conirol Ove'r the object in question.
, A ,

As the usage 6ts extended,the requirement of having complete control is

looenijdntil finally, by sentence (4) it appears to require only.that the

objEct. n quest,ipn be strongly Sg ciated7 in.some way,.with the subject.

Although it is much more comm n in langjage acquisition to find cases

of children overgenerdlizing a concept, fch then must be restricted in its
'

rangefof application, there ar cases repo ted in which children first

over-restrict the application of a term and then must generalize its use to .

the entire conceptual category. Thus, Dale (1976) reports a case in which

a child first applied the word "muffin" to oniy blueberries and blueberry

muffids, but not to other muffins. The 'process

he extended to other muffins involves gene

the wor8 comes to

zation of schemata.

In general, reasoning by analogy would seem to involve the generalization

a schema. In this case, one, schema that is,applicable in one domain

L. extended to a new domain by modifying one or more of its elements, but

m;.:11Laining the bulk of its internal structure. Thus, fog- example, when.

we consider fog "creeping.on little cat';\1)aws,r" the "creep" schema must

somehow be exten ed to fog. Although thi's extension probably doesn't

involve much learning, it follows the same principles'that we have inmind.'

Tuning to !4,pecilize applicability.
, A common occurrence inthe chiLd's

acquisition of language is to overgeneralize,,,the words, to use one word

for ajnuch larger set of circumstances thah is appropriate. Thus, a child

may call all sthall anim4,41s "doggie," or all humans "mamma," Clark (1973)

2 2
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)

summarizes much of the literature on this phenomenon. Overgeneralization

probably occurs because the chird has selected too features to identify-

..the csoncept, so man); things vall satisfy the definition. The cifild must

...1/4e4,Nec alize ts uriderstanding of,,the schema by e ther restricting the' range

of he variable terms or by adding some more terms that must he followed,

before the schema is acceptable. Specializatie by the first method fits

our notion of"tuning. Specialization by the second actually would beya

form of patterned generation of schemata: forming a new schema based upon

,

the old, but modified by adding a few,more terms.
4

Children may lealin to use the term "ball" to apply to all small objeolks.

)They must learn to restrict die class of objects to Which the term applie.s..

Similar'eftmples have been reported with the use of iational terms like

'."more-less," "long-short," "big-wee," et' (cf. Donal son & Wales, 1970).
se

alildren first learn to apply eiEher term when the appropriate dimension

is in question andyhen learn.to restrict the application of the concepts

to the appropriate direction on the dimens o . Again, additional structure

is inserted into the relevarschemata.

A similar process may very well be involved in becoming skillful- aE

a mntor task. At first when we learn to carry out a cOmplexmotor task

th'tre is broad variation in the movements used to accomplish, the task,

but with experience in the situkion the variability of the movements

is reduced. Consider, as an example, learning.to juggle. At first we

.have great difficulty. We often toss the ball too high or too low. Our

catching hand has to reach for the balls as they fall. With practice, our

throws become increasingly precise. We come to be able to anticipate

Where the ball will fall with increasing accuracy. It would thus seem

that at the early stages of learning to juggle dhe appropriate scheMata

2 3
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are only loosely interrelated--any of a variety of coMpOnents may be ed
:.

.

.

together. With practice new constraints are added to our juggle schema and;

'it* bedbmes an increasinglyoprecite, well'tuned schema (see Norman, 1976).

Learning is not a Unitary Procys%

One najor point of this paper is that learning is nqt a unitary process:

no single mental activity correspodding to learning exists. Learning rakes

q place whenever, .people modify their knowledge base, and to single th reticalI J

descriptio Will ac,count for the multitude of ways by which lea ning might

occur. Indeed, we do not believe that we have necessarily des ribed all

the varieties of learning.in this short classification. But we have attempted

to demonstrate a reasonable variety of the classes of learning that might'

ccur, with a description of the mechani msithat might be responsible for.
,u

them. The classification is summarized in F

Insert Figure 1 here

It is interesting'to note that the .different kinds of learning occur

complementary circumstances. Memory accretir is most efficiently done when

the incoming information is consistent wi'th the schemata currently available.

In this case thy information.will be easily assimilated. The.more discrepant

the arriving inikormation from that described by the available schemata, the

greater the necessIty f change. If the information is only mildly discrepant,

tuning of the schemata may be sufficient. If the material is more discrepant,

schema creation is probably required. df course, in order for restructuring

to occui, there must be recognition of dhe discrepancy. But when mismatched

2 4
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Figure 1:

: Learning
#

restructuring

When new'infoustiOn does not

Ilgt curiently available scheMata,

C/4 when the organization of ,

existing structurei is not

satisfactory; existing schemata

must be restructured,

'chema creation '

patterned geraticin

?

building new schemata based

°upon the patterns of/he old

induction

building new schemata 'by

combining.recurring patterns

of old.

schema:tuning

adjusting the terms to:

improve accuracy

improve Oneralizabiiit\r

'improVe:specificitr

,

determine default valuer

A classification of the mechanisms by which learning_Might occur,

0
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by, the available schemata the learner may so misinterpret (misunderstand),

the material, that the discrepancies might not even be noted. The need fOr

restructuring might only be noted with mild discrepancies, when the misfit

is glaring.

This discussion has concentrated on descriptionS. of the changes that

take place to the memory schemata during learning. We have not discussed

the mechanisms that might Averate to cause these changes. The mechanisms

for accretion are reasonably well developed: this ifthe process most frequently
to

11/1studied, most capable of being described by most theories of m ory. We

suspect that schema tuning is also a relatively straightforward operation,

one that might not require much different mechanisms than already exist in

theories of memory. But the restructuring of memory through the creation

of new schemata is quite a different story.- Here we know little of the

process whereby this might take place. Moreover, we suspect that tlfeoccaS.ions

of schema creation are not frequent. Reorganization of the memory system is

not something that should be accomplished lightly. The new structure that

should be formed is not easY--todetermine: the entire literature on "insightful"

learning and problem solving, on creativity, on discovery learning, etc., can

probably becon3idered to be studies of how new schemata get created. We do

not believe that the human memory system simply reorganizes itself whenever

new. patterns 'are discovered: the discovery of patterns, the matching of

analogous schemata to the current situation must probably require considerable

analysis. This is the area that we believe requires the most study ih the PA

future.

2 7
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Footnotes
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1. This formulation leaves open the question of whether particular

represekations result from general schemata, or general schemata from yarticular

ones. It is possible that our early experiences- with some class of events

gives rise to a set of particular fepresentations of those events. Then, we

gpneralize from these experiences by substituting variables for the aspects

of the events that seem to vary with situations, leaving constants (particular

concepts) in those parts of the representation that are constant across the

different events in the class. The result is a general schema for a class

of events. Alternatively, we can take a general schema and apply it to a
4 4

new, particular situation by replacing the variable with constants. We'

presume that both of these directions continually take place: general schemata

are formed through the process of.generalization of particular instances

particular knowledge.is derived from the princfples incorporated within the

general schemata.

2. Note that Otis is a personal 4chema, one relevant to the conceptualizations

of one of the authors (DAN) who is horribly ignorant of real farms. .This is

proper: schemata within the memory system of a given persOn reflect (constitute)

his beliefs and knowledge. A schema may be wholly inaccurate as a description

of the world, but it corresponds to the inaccuracies and misconceptions of the

possessor of that schema. Assume that the author of this schema learned about

farms through nursery rhymes.

2 8
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Footnotes (continued)

3. Note that we are not referring to the concept identification tasks that

have been studied within the laboratpr4. The normal experiments on concept

formation probably involve.very little learndng. Probably these tasks have

been more concerned with problem solving, where the subjeu6 are asked to

discover the rules which properly classify the particular stimulus set

under study.

4. Note that. there is really very little difference between constrained
lop

variables and constants. Schemata refer to terms with differing- amounts-

of constraints upon the concepts that can be used in those terms. When the

constraints are, minimal we have a free variable: any concept can be substitut-

ed. Usually, the constraitits specify some reasonable range of alternative

concepts that can be used, excluding certain classes and allowing others.

When the constraints arr so restrictive that only a single unique concept

can be ued, then this ts the equivalent of having a constant rather than

#
a variable. In the normal cast, schemata take variables that are partially

constrained and thus provide some structure while at the same time represent-

ing a reasonable degree of generality.

2 9
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